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bombarded with questions which could not be conveniently answered 1910
as to the date when the rejected Budget would be re-introduced, and Age 57
it was in parrying these that he first used the expressions cc wait
and see," which, torn from its context and applied to circumstances
in which he had never used it, was made a reproach to him in later
* years.   It was, as he used it, an almost arrogant warning to an
opponent that he must await the speaker's pleasure for the grant
of any information :
Viscount Helmsley : Are we to understand that if the resolutions sent
up from this House fail to pass in another place, the circumstances
contemplated by the P.M. will have arisen ?
The Prime Minister : We had better wait and see.   (Mar. 3, 1910,)
'} Mr. Peel: Will the contemplated changes (in the Budget) affect the
question of Irish finance ?
The Prime Minister : I am afraid that we must wait and see.
Mir. Lonsdale: Will the Rt. ton. gentleman on the motion in respect
of the Budget fix a date for the third reading ?
The Prime Minister : The hon. member had better wait and see.
Earl Winterton : Having regard to the natural anxiety of those about
to be taxed, can the right hon. gentleman say whether it is possible to
give the date (for the introduction of the 1910-11 Budget) before the
rising for the spring recess ?
The Prime Minister: I can only repeat the answer which I have
already given. The Noble Lord must wait and see. (Ap. 4, 1910.)
While they waited, the Opposition upbraided the Government for
" prolonging the financial chaos/'1 and though the answer to them
wSs the obvious one that they themselves were the principal sinners,
the delay was too evidently the result of internal Ministerial diffi-
culties for this explanation to be convincing. The Government was
on strong ground in refusing to pick and choose from the rejected
Budget the taxes which the Peers approved, and proceed with these
alone, and it -would also have been on strong ground if it had said
firmly from the beginning that it intended to give priority to the
1 The " financial chaos " was somewhat exaggerated by both parties according
to the exigencies of debate. The rejection of the Budget held up the collection of
income-tax and super-tax (£23,456,000) and certain other new taxes to the amount
of £6,581,000, making in all £30,036,000. The interval was filled by borrowing under
the Treasury Temporary Borrowings Act which was passed early in March and the
ultimate loss proved to be no more than £1,3&),000 (income-tax, £360,000; stamps^
£600,000 ; interest on borrowing, £350,000). The Opposition protested that the
situation ought to be regularised by immediate resolutions in the new Parliament
authorising the uncontroversial taxes, but Asquith objected altogether to dividing
the Budget into parts which were acceptable and unacceptable to the Lords and
giving priority to the former. The rejection of the Budget by the Lords had, more-
over, raised a well-founded doubt whether the collection of revenue on the
of a resolution of the House of Commons alone could be justified in law.

